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Pay Campaigns
As you will know, we had a pay “increase”
imposed on us on 1st August last year, which
means we’ve not had a pay rise since August
2019 and not had a real terms pay rise since
2015. Our pay has been sliding backwards significantly compared to the cost of living for a decade and we
have a responsibility to our members to do what we can to address this.
The 0% for 2020-21, we’re in dispute over. (We’re technically still in dispute over the year before as well,
the year UCU tool strike action over before Covid interrupted it.)
Earlier in 2020, we consulted all branches over their acceptance or rejection of the “offer” with a strong
recommendation that we should respond “thanks for nothing!”, reject the imposed pay cut and move to
a national ballot. Branches responded very positively, particularly given that we were in the middle of a
national health crisis.
Thanks to our branch motion, passed after a lengthy debate at the February 2020 national higher
education conference, we’re committed to disaggregate balloting over pay. This was a tactical response
to the problem of having to achieve a 50%+ turnout to be able to take action irrespective of how
members vote. Making this a series of linked disputes across all universities allows branches achieving
50% or more to take action as part of a national campaign without branches with a poor turnout
preventing this by depressing the overall turnout. It’s not a perfect solution, but does at least allow a
campaign, rather than condemn us to doing nothing year after year.
Our national higher education body agreed to ask UNISON’s Industrial Action Committee (IAC) for a ballot
in December. Unfortunately, we’re still trying to sort out the practicalities, and many activists are less
than impressed about the delay, plus the fact that the IAC were not willing to support a ballot of all
branches without qualifications - either those branches having the option of opting out or reducing the
number balloted to correspond to a decent consultative ballot turnout.
So, branches across the UK in national pay bargaining will be asked if they want to participate in a ballot
of members, with a strong recommendation that they should do so.

Pending agreement at our next branch committee meeting, we’re very much hoping that we will be able
to ballot members in May, which would allow us to threaten and go through with strike action over pay
at the start of the next academic year, in October, if the employers’ organisation don’t offer to pay us
more. Obviously given the timescale, they could do this by agreeing a decent pay rise in August 2021.
Our pay claim for 2021-22, due in August this year is on the next page. The employers body are meeting
all unions three times, with the final meeting due in early May.
It’s likely that we’ll be given an offer that’s terrible, with the difficult financial situation and low rate of
inflation used as a justification for that. If we do ballot over this year’s 0% though in May/June, this could
make those who make these decisions think carefully about that, especially if this is followed up with a
clear plan to take action in September/October (right at the start of the academic year).
We’re hoping that we can link up our pay campaign with UCU, so that we ballot together and threaten to
strike together. More news when we have it….
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Higher Education Joint Union’s Claim 2021/22

This is the “Heads of Claim” i.e. the main points of the claim to be put to employers


A pay uplift of £2,500 on all pay points;



An increase in all pay related allowances including London weighting;



A minimum of £10 per hour wage for all contract types (In London, where the Living Wage
rate will be £10.85 per hour, this should be relevant minimum.);



For all universities to become Living Wage Foundation accredited employers ensuring that
outsourced workers receive, at least, the Living Wage Foundation rate of pay;



A maximum sector wide pay ratio of 10:1 which is not limited to the national pay spine (i.e.
covers all employees including staff on senior pay rates);



Additional uplift at the lower end of the pay spine to address pay compression; aiming to
restore the 3% differential between pay spinal column points over the next three years;



For the standard weekly full-time contract of employment to be 35 hours per week at all
higher education institutions;



New JNCHES to establish working group/s to look at career development, progression
issues and training opportunities in higher education;



Ending pay injustice – meaningful, agreed action to tackle the ethnic, gender and disability
pay gap; additionally, to take an intersectional approach to the ways in which
intersectionality and protected characteristics impact on pay equality;



Agreeing a framework to eliminate precarious employment practises and casualised
contracts, including zero hours contracts, from higher education; converting hourly paid
staff onto fractional contracts; agreeing national guidance to end the outsourcing of support
services in higher education and to bring staff into in-house employment;



Meaningful, agreed action to address excessive workloads and unpaid work; action to
address the impact that excessive workloads are having on workforce stress and mental illhealth; that workload models and planning take into account COVID pandemic related
changes in working practices;



To establish the Scottish sub-committee of New JNCHES as set out under the New
JNCHES agreement;



A UK level higher education redeployment facility for those whose jobs are at risk of
redundancy.
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